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SUMMARY
Performance estimates were made for a series of integrated coal gasifica-
tion combined-cycle (IGCC) power systems using three generic types of coal gas-
ification subsystems.
_ The objectives of this study were (1) to provide a self-consistent compar-
i ison of IGCC systems using different types of gasifiers and different oxidants
and (2) to use this framework of cases to evaluate the effect of a gas-turbine
firing temperature and cooling approach on overall system efficiency.
The basic IGCCsystems considered included the use of both air- and
oxygen-blown versions of a fluidized bed gasifier, represented by the Westing-
house design, and an entrained-bed gasifier, represented by the Texaco de-
sign. Also considered were systems using an oxygen-blown, fixed-bed gasifier,
represented by the British Gas Corporation (BGC) slagging gasifier. All of
these gasifiers were integrated with a combined cycle using a gas-turbine fir-
ing temperature of 1700 K (2600 ° F) and a compressor pressure ratio of 16:1.
Steam-turbine throttle conditions were chosen to be 16.6 MPa/811K (2400 psia/
i000 ° F) with a single reheat to 810 K (1000° F).
Someof these cases were modified to allow the evaluation of the effect
of gas-turbine firing temperature. Turbine firing temperatures from state-of-
the-art 1365 K (2000 v F) to an advanced-technology 1920 K (3000 ° F) were ana-
lyzed. A turbine-cooling technology that maintains metal temperatures below
acceptable limits was assumed for each level of firing temperature. System
performance comparisons were made using three advanced turbine-cooling technol-
ogies for the 1920 K (3000 ° F) firing temperature.
The results indicate that the IGCC using the BGCgasifier had the highest
net system effiency (42.1 percent) of the five gasification cases considered.
The other four cases had net system efficiencies in the 40.O-percent range.
In all cases net system efficiency increased as firing temperatures in-
creased. The increase is greatest for the fixed-bed gasifier because of the
higher chemical energy content of its fuel gas. The air-blown version of the
fluid-bed9asifierhas an efficiencyadvantageover its oxY9en-blowncounter-
part, but the advantagedecreasesas the firing temperatureincreases.
The use of advancedconvectivecoolingtechnology,at a 1920 K (3000° F)
firing temperature,results in higher systemperformancethan either water
cooling in the fixed-bedsystem or transpirationcoolingin the fluid-bedgas-
ifier system.
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Sensitivityparametersdevelopedfrom the cases using the 1700 K (2600° F)
gas-turbinefiring temperatureindicatethat it is particularlyimportantto
improvethe individualperformanceof both the gas turbine and steam turbine
subsystems. The gas-turbinesystem performancecan be improvedby increasing
firing temperaturein conjunctionwith advancedcoolingtechniques. The steam-
turbinesystem can be improvedby carefulselectionof throttle and reheat con-
ditionsthat can use the high-qualityheat availablefrom the raw gas cooler
and the heat-recoverysteam generator.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past severalyears, numerousanalysesof integratedcoal gasifi-
cation,combined-gas-turbine-steam-turbinepower systems(IGCC systems)have
been reportedin the literature(e.g.,refs. 1 to 5). These studies indicate
that IGCC systemscan use a wide varietyof coal, includinghigh-sulfurcoal,
in an environmentallyattractivemanner and competefavorablywith direct coal-
fired boiler/steam-turbineplants using stack gas desulfurization. These IGCC
systemsanalyseshave consideredthe use of severalgenerictypes of coal gas-
ificationsystems. Among them are fixed-bed,fluidized-bed,and entrained-bed
gasifiersusing either air, oxygen,or a mixtureof air and oxygen (air en-
riched)as the oxidant. The integrationof these gasifierswith combined
cycles is complexbecauseof the many alternativeconfigurationsand their
relativeeffectson performanceand cost.
Also, the differencesin other assumptionsmade in the variousanalyses
cause the resultsto vary widely. For example,overall systemefficiencies
from 30 to 40 percenthave been reportedfor IGCC systemsusing a 1365 K
(2000° F) gas-turbinefiring temperature. These differencesare attributable
not only to the use of differenttypes of gasifiers,but also to differences
in overallsystem configurationand subsystemdesign parameters. Direct eval-
uation of the effectsof a specificassumptionor design parameteris difficult
becausethe above analysisgenerallyinvolveschanges in more than one param-
eter or assumption.
The objectivesof the presentstudy were (1) to providea consistent
comparisonof IGCC systemsusing differentgasifertypes and differentoxi-
dants and (2) to use this frameworkof IGCC cases to evaluatethe effectsof
gas-turbinefiring temperaturesand coolingapproacheson overall system
efficiency.
The basic IGCC systemsconsideredincludethe use of both air and oxygen-
blown versionsof a fluidized-bedgasifier,representedby the Westinghouse
gasifierdesign,and an entrained-bedgasifier,representedby the Texaco gas-
ifier. Also consideredwere systemsusing an oxygen-blownfixed-bedgasifier
representedby the BritishGas Corporation(BGC) slagginggasifier. All of
these gasifierswere integratedwith a combinedcycle using a gas-turbinefir-
ing temperature(combustor-exittemperature)of 1700 K (2600° F) and a com-
pressorpressureratio of 16:1. Steam-turbinethrottlepressureand tempera-
ture were chosen to be 16.6 MPa (2400 psia) and 810 K (1000° F), respectively,
with a single reheat to 810 K (1000° F).
Some of these IGCC cases were then modifiedto evaluatethe effectsof
gas-turbinefiring temperature. For this purposeboth the air- and oxygen-
blown Westinghousegasifiersand the BGC slagginggasifierwere considered.
Turbinefiring temperaturesfrom the state-of-the-art1365 K (2000° F) to an
advanced-technology1920 K (3000° F) were analyzed. A turbinecoolingtechnol-
ogy that maintainsmetal temperaturesbelow acceptablelimitswas assumedfor
each level of firing temperature. System performancecomparisonswere made
using three advancedturbine-coolingtechnologiesfor the 1920 K (3000° F)
firing temperature.
Sensitivityparameterswere developedfrom a simplifiedanalyticalmodel
which relatesthe uncoupledeffect on overallsystemperformanceof changes in
some of the major subsystemparameters. The purposeof this analysiswas to
identifythe subsystemparameterswhich, if improved,would have the greatest
effect on overallsystem performance.
The operatingparametersand raw gas compositionfor each of the gasifier
configurationswere obtainedfrom the literature(refs.1, 3, and 7). The gas-
turbine performancewas obtainedfrom NASA Lewis performancecode. The steam-
turbineperformancewas obtainedfrom the Prestocomputercode describedin
reference6. Other key performancedata, such as subsystemauxiliarypower re-
quirements,were taken from references1, 4, 5, and 7 to 11.
ASSUMPTIONSAND CONSTRAINTS
The followingassumptionswere used in developingthe configurationof
each IGCC system reportedherein:
1. Each IGCC system was configuredto be consistentwith the particular
gasifierheat and mass balanceand the compositiondata availablein
the literature. Within the constraintof the availabilityof data,
every effort was made to configureeach system in a consistentmanner.
2. The fuel gas temperatureto the gas turbinecombustorwas 589 K
(600 ° F).
3. Ninety-five percent of the hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and 100 percent of
the ammonia (NH3) contained in the raw fuel gas were removed in the
cleanup system. The 95-percent H2S removal exceeds the new source
performance standards (NSPS) for coal-fired plants and is well within
the reported capability of several cleanup systems.
4. Steam-turbine throttle conditions were i0.0 MPa and 783 K (1450 psia
and 950° F) with a single reheat to 785 K (950° F) for the 1365 K
(2000 ° F) gas-turbine firing temperature. Steam-turbine throttle con-
ditions of 16.6 MPa and 811 K/ 810 K (2400 psia and 1000° F/IO00 ° F)
were used for 1700 K (2600 ° F) and 1920 K (3000° F) firing tempera-
tures.
5. The factors used in estimating the various subsystem auxiliary power
requirements are listed in table I along with the source of information
for these factors.
6. The minimum temperature difference in all heat exchangers was 28 K
(50.0 ° F).
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7. A steam-condenserp essureof 0.008MPa (1.16psia)was used in all
cases.
8. The gas-turbineand compressorpolytropicefficiencywas 89 percent
for all cases except those involvingtranspirationcooling. For the
transpiration-cooledcase, each 1 percentof coolantflow to a partic-
ular row decreasedthe polytropicefficiencyfor each vane and blade
row, respectively,by 1.5 percent.
9. The minimum raw-fuel-gastemperatureexitingthe raw gas cooler was
450 K (350 ° F).
GENERALDESCRIPTIONOF CASES
Fourteenpowerplantconfigurationswere analyzed. These configurations
includedselectedcombinationsof the five gasifiers,three gas-turbinefiring
temperatures,and five turbine-coolingmethods. The basic operatingparameters
for each of these configurationsare shown in table II. The code used to iden-
tify each configurationis definedin table Ill.
Schematicsof IGCC systemsusing the five gasifiersat a 1700 K (2600° F)
firing temperatureare shown in figures1 to 5. Exceptfor variationsin
combined-cycleoperatingparameters,these schematicsare representativeof
all cases considered. Each case consistsof a coal gasifierand its oxidant
supply system,a raw gas cooler (exceptfor the BGC slagginggasifiercase), a
gas cleanup system,and a combinedcycle. The combinedcycle consistsof an
advancedhigh-temperaturegas turbine,a heat-recoverysteam generator(HRSG),
and a reheat steam turbine.
Each IGCC system configurationsshown in figures1 to 5 is somewhatdif-
ferent. An objectiveof this analysiswas to limit these differencesin
configurationsto those which were necessitatedby variationsin gasifierchar-
acteristics(e.g.,gasifierexit temperatures). In some cases, however,con-
figurationdifferenceswere introducedby limitationsin the availabilityof
gasifierdata in the literature. For example,the gasifieroxidant inlet tem-
peratureused was that for which gasifierheat and mass balanceswere avail-
able. In practice,this inlet temperaturewould be chosen to yield the best
interfacebetweenthe gasifier,the oxidantdeliverysystem,and the combined
cycle. The furtherheatingof the gasifieroxidantto 770 K (925° F) in the
HRSG shown in figure 2 was done not becauseof an effort to improvesystem
performance,but becausethe gasifierdata used were based on an oxidant inlet
temperatureof 770 K (925° F). Within these constraintsevery effortwas made
to configureand comparethe systemsin a consistentmanner.
All cases were sized using a coal input flow rate of 160 500 kg/hr
(353 go0 Ib/hr). This coal flow rate, for the Texaco gasifiers,yields a net
electricaloutputof approximately500 MW, which representsthe average-size
coal-fired-base-loadunit orderedby utilitiesin recentyears.
The gasifieroxidant supplyfor the air-blowncases is obtainedby cool-
ing bleed air from the gas-turbinecompressordischarge,compressingit with a
motor-drivenboost compressor,and then regenerativelyheating it before it
enters the gasifier.
For the oxygen-blowncases an air-separationplant produces98-percent-
pure oxygen at atmosphericpressureand temperature. The oxygen was then com-
pressedwith a motor-driven,intercooledcompressorand reheatedusing inter-
cooler heat to match the oxygen inlet conditionsfor which the gasifierdata
apply.
The mass ratios used for the five gasifiersand the fuel gas composition
before and after the cleanupprocessare shown in appendixA. It was assumed
that the cleanup systemremoved95 percentof the H2S and 100 percentof any
NH3 present in the raw gas. Currently,it is uncertainwhich of the NSPS would
apply to the pollutantsemittedfrom IGCC plants. The possibilitiesinclude
the NSPS for coal-firedsteam-turbineelectricgeneratingunits and the NSPS
for stationarygas-turbinegeneratingunits. The more stringentstandardfor
SOx is in the NSPS for coal-firedelectricgeneratingunits,which requirea
90-percentsulfur removalfor an IllinoisNo. 6 type coal. The SOx emissions
consideredhere are lower than either of these two standardsand could be re-
duced furtherusing presentlyavailabletechnologyfor relativelylittle in-
crease in cost.
A compressorpressureratio of 10 was chosenfor the cases using a 1365 K
(2000° F) gas-turbinefiring temperature. For 1700 K (2600° F) and 1920 K
(3000° F) gas-firingtemperatures,a compressorpressureratio of 16 was
chosen. Air convectioncoolingwas assumedat 1365 and 1700 K (2000° and
2600° F) firing temperatures. Three advancedcoolingtechniqueswere used at
the 1920 K (3000° F) firing temperature. The turbine-coolingmethods used for
each firing temperatureare describedin appendixB.
For gas-turbinefiring temperaturesof 1700 and 1920 K (2600° and
3000° F), the steam-turbinethrottlepressure and temperaturewere 16.6 MPa
(2400 psia) and 810 K (1000° F), respectively,with a singlereheat to 810 K
(1000v F). The steam throttleconditionsused at the 1365 K (2000° F) firing
temperaturewere 10.0 MPa (1450 psia) and 785 K (950° F), with a singlereheat
to 785 K (950 ° F).
A detailed description of the cases presented in figures 1 to 5 is given
in appendix A.
PERFORMANCEAND COMPARISONS
The resultsof this analysiswill be discussedin two parts. First, a
performancecomparisonwill be made betweenIGCC systemsusing the five qasi-
ficationconceptsat a gas-turbinefiring temperatureof 1700 K (2600° F_.
Followingthis will be a comparisonshowingthe effect of gas-turbinefiring
temperatureon the IGCC systemperformancefor three gasifierconcepts. The
range of gas-turbinefiring temperaturesselectedreflectsa range from pres-
ent state-of-the-artgas-turbinetechnologyto advanced,high-temperature
technology,which requiresuse of the advancedturbine-coolingtechniquesnow
in development.
Comparisonof IGCC SystemsUsing Five Gasifier Concepts
The performanceof IGCC systemsusing the five gasifierconceptsfor a
gas-turbinefiring temperatureof 1700 K (2600° F) is summarizedin table IV.
The variationbetweenthe highestand lowestgross electricaloutput of the
five cases is about 6 percent. However,the power split betweenthe gas and
steam turbinesvariesconsiderably. The gas turbineof case WA17CB produces
53.5 percentof the gross electricaloutput,comparedwith 45.2 percentfor
case TA17CB for IGCC systemsusing air-blowngasifiers. In the oxygen-blown
systems,the gas turbinefor case BO17CB produces65 percentof the gross
electricaloutput,comparedwith 58.7 and 54.4 percentfor cases WO17CB and
TO17CB, respectively. The power splits for the systemsconsideredhere depend
on the relativeamountsof chemicaland thermalenergy in the fuel gas. The
largerthe fractionof fuel gas energy,which can be utilizeddirectly in the
gas turbine,the greaterthe gas-turbinecontribution. The relative amounts
of chemicaland thermalenergyfor each systemwill be discussedlater in this
section.
The auxiliarypower requirementsfor all five cases are approximatelythe
same, except for the power requiredby the oxidantsupply system. The oxidant
supply power requirementsare considerablygreaterfor both the air- and
oxygen-blownIGCC systemsusing the Texaco gasifiers(casesTA17CB and TO17CB)
comparedwith their respectivecounterparts. The higheroxidant auxiliary
power requirementfor case TA17CB,comparedwith case WA17CB, is due to a
47-percentgreateroxidantflow rate per unit of coal (appendixA) into the
gasifier. The auxiliarypower requirementfor case TO17CB is greaterthan
either WO17CB or BO17CB becauseof both increasedoxidantflow per unit of
coal and a higher gasifieroperatingpressure.
Case BO17CB has the highestnet systemefficiencyof the five IGCC cases.
The higher efficiencyis partly due to a higher fractionof the fuel gas energy
being used in the gas turbineand partly becausethe gasifierrequires less
oxidantper unit of coal, which reducesthe auxiliarypower requirements. The
net system efficiencyrangesfrom a high of 42.1 percentfor case BOI7CB to
39.3 percentfor case WO17CB. There is littledifferencebetweenthe Texaco
air- and oxygen-blowncases (TA17CBand TO17CB)or betweenthe Westinghouse
air- and oxygen-blowncases (WA17CBand WO17CB). In these cases the advantage
of having a higher fractionof fuel gas energy used by the gas turbinefor the
oxygen-blowncases is offset by a higher auxiliarypower to supplythe oxygen.
For these particularoperatingparameters,systemefficiencywill not be the
sole discriminatorof those IGCC systems;other factorswill be important,in-
cluding cost, NOx control,load followingcapability,etc.
The interactionsbetweenthe variousIGCC subsystemare depictedby the
generalizedenergyflow diagramshown in figure 6. This energy flow diagram,
representativeof each of the IGCC systemsanalyzedin this report,consists
of essentiallysix basic subsystemsfor the air-blowncases and seven for
oxygen-blowncases. The six basic air-blownsubsystemsare (1) the gasifier,
which includescoal handlingand preparation;(2) the raw gas cooler; (3) the
cleanup system;(4) the gas turbine; (5) the heat-recoverysteam generator;
and (6) the steam turbine. The oxygen-blowncases, in additionto the six
subsystemslisted above, also includean air-separationplant.
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In the simplified diagram of figure 6, only the major energy flow streams
are indicated. Raw-fuel-gas energy Qrg leaves the gasifier in the form of
chemical Qch and thermal Qth energy. A portion of the energy in the raw
gas is input to the gas-turbine subsystem Q t. A second portion is used to
generate steam for the steam turbine. A thi~d portion is used to raise steam
for the gasifier (not shown). And a fourth portion is lost in the raw gas
cooler and cleanup systems. A large portion of the energy in the gas turbine
exhaust fQexh is used to raise steam for the steam turbine. The remaining
energy used to raise steam comes from cooling the air or water used in turbine
cooling Qm, and in some cases, from the gasifier Qg. In the case of the BGC,
gasifier Q represents steam raised in cooling the gasifier jacket, and in
the WestingRouse gasifier cases, Qg represents steam raised in cooling the raw
gas that is recycled back to the gasifier.
Some of the more significant energy ratios, based on the generalized
energy diagram shown in figure 6, are compared in table V for the five IGCC
systems using the various gasifier concepts. These parameters were chosen
because they appear in the relationship for system efficiency developed in
appendix C.
The energy ratios listed in table V are grouped into four general cate-
gories dealing with the gasifier subsystem, the interface between the gasifier
subsystem and the combined cycle, the combined cycle itself, and finally the
entire IGCC system.
Gasifier subsystem. - The term "coal-gas efficiency" (the ratio of raw-
gas chemical energy to coal chemical energy) is sometimes used to evaluate the
performance of gasifiers. The term, however, is not appropriate when used as
a figure of merit in determining the gasifier performance when the gasifier is
integrated with combined cycles. Case W017CB, which has the next to the high-
est gasifier coal-gas efficiency, actually has the lowest net system effi-
ciency. The coal-gas efficiency neglects several important gasifier energy
inputs, such as those of the steam and oxidant requirements. It also does not
include such outputs as the thermal energy in the raw gas or any steam genera-
ted within the gasifier.
The relative amounts of chemical and thermal energy in the raw gas leaving
the gasifier for the given IGCC systems vary widely. The chemical energy por-
tion of the raw gas energy Qch/Qrg ranges from the high of 96 percentfor case B017CB to 62 percent for case TA17CB.
Gasifier/combined cycle interface. - As mentioned previously, the larger
the fraction of fuel energy used directly by the gas turbine, the larger its
contributin to the total system power. Approximately 95 percent of the energy
in the raw gas is used directly in the gas turbine Qgt/Qrg in case
B017CB. This energy split resulted in the gas turbine proaucing 65 percent of
the gross system power. Case TA17CS, which had the lowest percentage (66 per-
cent) of fuel gas energy used directly in the gas turbine, had 45 percent of
the gross power produced by the gas turbine.
The total fuel energy to the gas turbine consists of chemical and thermal
energy. The chemical energy portion is dependent on the particular fuel-gas
composition produced by the gasification/cleanup systems. The percent of the
total chemical energy in the fuel gas used by the gas turbine a exceeds 92
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percentfor all cases. The thermalenergy portion is dependenton the fuel-
gas temperatureenteringthe combustor,which for the cases presentedwas
assumedto be 590 K (600° F), as well as on the fuel-gascomposition.
The fraction of the thermal energy in the fuel gas used by the gas tur-
bine y ranges from 0.136 for case TO17CB to 0.565 for case BO17CB. Although
• not consideredin this analysis,the thermalportioncould be increasedby
increasingthe temperatureof the fuel going to the gas-turbinecombustor.
However,where fuel and air are premixedbefore combustion(for NOx control),
autoignitionand flashbackconsiderationswould limit fuel temperatureto ap-
proximately810 K (1000° F).
The fuel-gasthermalenergy not used by the gas turbinecan be used to
raise additionalsteam to increasethe power producedby the steam turbine.
Approximately79 percentof the thermalenergy in raw fuel gas x was used to
raise additionalsteam for the steam turbineused with the Texaco gasifiers.
For the IGCC systemsusing the Westinghousegasifiers,between43 and 59 per-
cent of the thermalenergywas used to raise steam. (Thesevalues do not in-
clude steam raised by the fuel gas that is cooled and recycledback to the
gasifier.)
Combinedcycle. - Direct comparisonof the gas-turbinesubsystemeffi-
ciency nqt betweenthe air- and oxygen-blowncases is difficultbecauseof
the method used to accountfor the power requiredto deliverthe oxidantto
the gasifier. For the air-blowncases the oxidant is suppliedby the gas-
turbinecompressor. The gas-turbinesubsystemefficienciesshown for the air-
blown cases includethis additionalcompressorpower which amountsto between
6 and 10 percentof the total energy in the fuel. The gas-turbinesubsystem
efficiencyfor case TA17CB is less than case WA17CB,primarilybecauseof
largergasifier air requirementsper unit of coal input. The gas-turbinesub-
system efficiencyfor all three oxygen-blowncases is almostthe same. The
gas-turbinesubsystemefficiencyvalues shown for the oxygen-blowncases do
not includethe power requiredto supplythe gasifieroxidants (this power is
includedin auxiliaries)and, therefore,are higher than those for the air-
blown cases.
The steam-turbinesubsystemefficienciesobtainedfor the five cases are
consistentwith the high steam-throttleand reheat conditionsused. Proper
selectionof steam-turbineoperatingconditionsis an importantfactor in IGCC
system performance,even in cases which have low fractionsof thermalenergy
in the fuel gas. With the exceptionof case TA17CB,the majorityof the en-
ergy input to the steam cycle (over 67 percent)was suppliedby the HRSG. For
case TA17CB the energy suppliedto the steam cycle is almost equallysplit
betweenthe raw gas cooler (RGC) and HRSG. The steam turbinesubsystemeffi-
ciency for cases WO17CB and BO17CB is slightlylower than that for the other
cases becausesteam inductionwas used. In these two cases additionalthermal
energy was availableto raise low-pressuresteam for inductioninto the low-
pressurestagesof the steam turbine. Even though this steam induction
slightlydecreasessteam-turbinesubsystemefficiency,it increasesthe amount
of thermalenergy recoverable,which results in increasedsteam-turbinepower
and system efficiency.
As mentionedpreviously,a raw gas cooler was not used in case BO17CB
becauseof the low temperatureof the gas exitingthe gasifier. A small amount
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of saturatedsteam (0.136kg/hr of steam per kg/hr of coal) is raised in the
water jacket surroundingthe gasifierand added to the exhaustflow of the
high-pressureturbine.
The net system efficienciesare shown in table V. The relativelylarge
fractionof auxiliarypower requiredfor case TO17CB reducesthe systemeffi-
ciency significantlycomparedwith the other cases.
o A more detaileddescriptionof the interactionbetweenthe varioussub-
systemsof the five IGCC systemsis depictedby the energy flow diagramsshown
in appendixD. These diagramsshow the manner in which the chemicalenergy in
the coal is distributedand convertedto other forms of energy as it flows
througheach of the major subsystems. The energy values are given in mega-
watts. They indicatethe sum of the chemical and thermalenergy of flow
streams(MWt) or electricpower producedor requiredby subsystems. Table X
of appendixD presentsthe energy ratios associatedwith each of the major sub-
systems(figs. 9 to 13 of appendixD).
ComparisonBased on Gas TurbineFiring Temperatures
Nine additionalcases were configuredto determinethe effect of gas-
turbinefiring temperatureon IGCC systemperformance. Improvinggas-turbine
performanceis one method of improvingIGCC system performance. Gas-turbine
efficiencycan be improvedby increasingthe firing temperature. Increased
firing temperaturesrequire advancedcoolingtechniqueswhich introduceper-
formancepenalties. The overallsystem efficiencywould improveif these
penaltiesdid not offsetthe potentialgain caused by increasedfiring
temperature.
The resultsfor these additionalcases are presentedin tables VI(a)
to (c). This table presentscomparisonsfor firing temperaturesof 1365,
1700, and 1920 K (2000,2600, and 3000° F) for the Westinghouseair- and
oxygen-blowngasifiersand the BGC slagginggasifier,respectively. The re-
spectiveresultsfor the 1700 K (2600v F) firing temperature(previouslypre-
sented)are shown for comparison. In Tables VI(a) and (b) resultsare also
presentedfor the advancedconvectionand transpirationturbine-cooling
methodsfor the 1920 K (3000° F) firing temperatures. In table VI(c) results
are presentedfor advancedconvectionand water turbinecoolingfor the 1920 K
(3000° F) firing temperature.
The net system efficienciesshown in table VI are plottedin figure 7. In
all cases, performanceincreasedwith increasedfiring temperatures. Increas-
ing the firing temperaturefrom 1365 to 1700 K (2000 to 2600° F) (for convec-
tion cooled turbines)increasedthe efficiencyby 7.1, 8.6, and 8.8 percent
for the cases using the Westinghouseair- and oxygen-blownand the BGC gasifi-
ers, respectively. The percent increasein efficiencyis significantlyless
going from a 1700 to a 1920 K (2600 to 3000° F) firing temperature,especially
for the air-blowngasifier. Here, the percentincrease is 2.5, 4.8, and 6.2
for the Westinghouseair- and oxygen-blownand the BGC gasifiers,respectively.
The BGC gasifiershad the highestperformanceover the range of firing
temperaturesconsidered. The advantageof this gasifierconfigurationover
the next highestperformance(Westinghouseair-blowngasifiers)increasedfor
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higher firing temperatures. The Westinghouseair-blowngasifierhas a 1.9-
point net efficiencyadvantageover its oxygen-blowncounterpartat a 1365 K
(2000° F) firing temperature,but this advantagedecreasesfor increasedfiring
temperaturesuntil at 1920 K (3000° F) it is only 0.6 point higher for either
of the two advancedturbine-coolingmethods. As discussedpreviously,the
system efficienciesfor the Texas air- and oxygen-blowngasifierconfigurations
are nearly the same at a firing temperatureof 1700 K (2600° F) and fall be-
tween the Westinghouseairandoxygen-blowngasifierconfigurations.
Also illustratedin figure 7 is a comparisonof advancedhigh-temperature
coolingmethods. The use of level-Ccooling resultedin a 1.4-percentagepoint
higher system efficiencythan use of water coolingfor the IGCC system fueled
by the BGC slagginggasifier. Water coolingresulted in a slightlyhigher gas
turbinepower output than that obtainedwith level C becauseof the absenceof
compressorbleed air for cooling. This advantage,however,is offset by the
large heat loss from the gas path to the low-temperatureairfoilswhich lowers
the gas turbineexhausttemperature,reducingthe amount of thermalenergy
recoverableby the steam cycle. The reducedthermalenergy input to the steam
cycle lowersthe steam-turbinepower,which reducesthe net system efficiency.
Level-Ccooling also has a slightadvantage(0.2 percentagepoint) over
transpirationcooling in both the air- and oxygen-blownIGCC systemsusing the
Westinghousegasifier. The high level of coolingeffectivenesswith transpi-
ration coolingresults in higher gas turbineexhausttemperatures,which in-
creasesthe thermalenergy transferredto the steam cycle; thereby increasing
the steam turbinepower output. However,the increasein steam turbinepower
is balancedby a decrease in gas turbinepower output due to the aerodynamic
losses associatedwith transpirationcooling.
Major SubsystemParametersand Their Effect on Performance
A set of influencecoefficientswas developedto providea generalunder-
standingof the effectthat certain systemparametershave on system effi-
ciency. Comparisonsof these coefficientscould identifythe subsystemsor
operatingparameterswhich, through improvedtechnology,would result in
greater improvementin total system performance. The developmentof these
influencecoefficientsis describedin appendixC. The influencecoefficients
(eqs. (C2) to (C7)),were obtainedby partialdifferentiationof a simplified
systemefficiencyrelationwith respectto each of six system parameters. An
inherentassumptionin this developmentis that these system parametersare
independent;that is, one parametercan be changedwithoutaffectingthe val-
ues of the others. For some of the parametersselectedthis is a reasonable
assumption. For others there is a couplingbetweenparameterswhere a change
in one requires a change to one or more of the others. The influencecoeffi-
. cients for these parameterswould only indicatea partial sensitivity.
The influencecoefficientsare presentedin table VII for the IGCC system
° using the five gasifiersat a firing temperatureof 1700 K (2600° F). For
three out of the five IGCC systems(WA17CB,TA17CB,and TO17CB),the system
efficiencyis most sensitiveto changesin steam-turbinesubsystemefficiency,
followedclosely by gas-turbinesubsystemefficiency. In these cases a 10-
percent increasein steam-turbineefficiencywould result in systemefficiency
increasesbetween5 and 6 percent. For case BO17CB,where 95 percentof the
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fuel energy is used directly in the gas turbine, a lO-percentincrease in
gas-turbinesubsystemefficiencywould result in a 5-percentincreasein sys-
tem efficiency. These influencecoefficientsindicatethat it is equally im-
portantto use the highesttechnologypossiblefor both the steam and gas-
turbinesubsystems.
For the cases presentedin this analysis,high steam-throttleconditions
were used (consistentwith heat-exchangertemperaturelimitations)along with
steam reheat and, where possible,steam inductionto obtain the maximum steam
turbinepower from the recoverablethermalenergy. The system efficiencywould
be significantlyreduced,for example,if the steam conditionswere loweredbe-
cause of economicconsiderationsor if heat-exchangerdesign limitationspre-
vented superheatingin the raw gas cooler.
Anotherrelativelysensitiveparameteris the fraction f of the thermal
energy availablein the HRSG that actually is recoveredby the steam cycle.
As can be seen from the influencecoefficientand from equation (C1), it is
importantnot only to configurethe steam cycle for high steam-cycleeffi-
ciency,but to also maximize the productof f and nst, in order to maxi-
mize the total system efficiency.
The systemefficiencysensitivityto changes in the fractionof raw-gas
thermal energy that is used directly in the gas turbine y is low becausethe
analysisdoes not considerthe effect of couplingwith other systemparameters.
Table VII indicatesthat a lO0-percentincreasein y would result in less
than a 1-percentincreasein system efficiency. An increasein y entails an
increasein fuel-gastemperatureto the gas-turbinecombustor. An increasein
the fuel temperaturehas a positiveeffect on gas-turbineperformance. An
increasein y reducesthe amountof raw-gasthermalenergy that is available
to raise steam for the steam turbine,which may also affect steam-turbine
performance.
Neitherof these couplingeffectswere includedin the analysis. Fuel
temperatureto the combustorcould also be increasedthroughthe use of a
medium or hot gas cleanupsystem. Reference12 indicatesa 3.6-percentin-
crease in IGCC system efficiencygoing from a cold to a hot gas cleanup system,
and from a fuel temperatureof 705 to 865 K (810° to 1100° F) into the combus-
tor (approximatelya 40-percentincreasein y). However,this increasealso
includedthe effectsof changesto other systemparametersas well as a change
to the system confiquration. As mentionedpreviously,there is an upper limit
of (-810 K (1000° F)) to the fuel-gastemperatureinto the combustor(in com-
bustorswhich premix the oxidantand fuel for NOx control) before autoigni-
tion and flashbackbecome problems.
Table VII also indicatesthe importanceof minimizingthe auxiliarypower
. requirementsand also of using all of the availablethermalenregy.
. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
An investigationwas conductedto comparethe performanceof IGCC systems
using alternativetypes of gasifiersover a range of gas-turbinefiring tem-
peratures. Three types of coal gasificationsystemswere considered: (1) en-
trained-bedgasifiers(both air- and oxygen-blown),representedby the Texaco
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gasifierconcept, (2) fluid-bedgasifiers(both air- and oxygen-blown),repre-
sented by the Westinghouseconcept,and (3) an oxygen-blown,advanced,fixed-
bed gasifier,representedby the BritishGas Corporation(BGC) concept.
Five cases were configuredusing these gasifier,oxidantcombinationsfor
a gas-turbinefiring temperatureof 1700 K (2600° F). The gas turbinewas
assumedto use an advancedconvection-coolingmethod. Each of the five cases
used steam-turbinethrottleconditionsof 16.55 MPa and 810 K (2400 psia and
1000° F) with a single reheat to 810 K (1000° F). The gasifierinput require-
ments and raw-fuel-gascompositionand flows were taken from informationpre-
sented in the literature. Some of these IGCC cases were then modifiedto eval-
uate the effectsof a 1365 and a 1920 K (2000° and 3000° F) gas-turbinefiring
temperature.
The resultsindicatedthat for the conditionsstudied,the IGCC system
using the BGC slagginggasifierhad the highestnet system efficiency(42.1
percent). The other four gasifierconfigurationshad system efficienciesof
approximately40.0 percent. Based on these results, it appearsthat system
efficiencywill not be the sole discriminatorin the selectionof an IGCC
configuration.
The distributionof chemical (higherheatingvalue) versus thermal (sen-
sible + latentheat) energy in the fuel gas determinesthe gas-turbine/-steam-
turbinepower split. All of the availablethermalenergy, in both the raw gas
cooler and HRSG, with the exceptionof that used to generategasifiersteam
and reheat the fuel gas, was used in the productionof steam for the steam
turbinecycle. Superheatingwas done in the raw gas cooler,but as much of
the steam cycle boilingduty as possiblewas done in the raw gas cooler to
minimize the hot end-metaltemperatures. Superheatingin the raw gas cooler
could be a difficultdesign task and high risk area, especiallyfor the ex-
tremelyhigh gasifierexit temperaturesfrom the Texaco gasifiers.
The BGC gas slaggerfuel gas containedthe highestfractionof chemical
energy (-0.96),and the air-blownTexcacogasifierthe lowestfraction (0.62)
of the five configurations. The fuel gas from the Texaco gasifierhad the
lowestfractionof chemicalenergy (-0.80)of the oxygen-blownconfigurations.
The ratio of gas-turbinepower to steam-turbinepower followsthe same trend
from a high of 1.88 for the BGC slaggerto 0.83 for the air-blownTexaco
gasifier.
A comparisonof the resultsof selected IGCC systemsat gas-turbinefir-
ing temperaturesof 1365 and 1920 K (2000° and 3000° F) with those at 1700 K
(2600° F) shows increasedsystem efficiencyfor increasedfiring temperature.
The net efficiencyfor increasedfiring temperaturewas greatestfor the IGCC
systemsusing the BGC slagginggasifierwith its higher chemicalenergy content
fuel gas. The air-blownversionof the fluid-bedgasifier (Westinghouse)has
an efficiencyadvantageover its oxygen-blowncounterpartfor the three firing
temperaturesconsidered. However,the advantagedecreasesas firing tempera-
ture increases,such that at 1920 K (3000° F) there is only a O.6-point
advantage.
IGCC system performancewas comparedat the 1922 K (3000° F) firing temper-
ature for three coolingtechnologies: advancedconvection,transpiration,and
water cooling. The use of the advancedconvection-coolingtechnologyleads to
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higher IGCC system performancethan either water coolingwith a BGC gas slagger
gasifieror transpirationcoolingwith a Westinghousegasifier. The use of
water coolingresults in higher gas-turbinepower output becauseof the absence
of compressorbleed air for cooling. But this advantageis offset by the large
heat lossesfrom the gas path to the low-temperatureairfoils. These heat
losses lower the turbine-exhaust-gastemperatureand reduce the heat recover-
able by the steam cycle, thus reducing steam-turbinepower. The opposite is
true for transpirationcooling. Transpirationcoolinghas a higher effective-
ness than the advancedconvectioncooling,which resultsin higher gas-turbine-
exhausttemperatures,which ultimatelyresult in increasedsteam-turbinepower
output. The increasedsteam power, however, is offset by a decreasein gas-
turbinepower output due to the aerodynamiclossesassociatedwith transpira-
tion cooling.
A simplifiedanalysiswas performedto identifythe particularparameters
most influentialin determiningnet system performance. A set of sensitivity
parameterswas developedusing the resultsfrom the five cases which compared
IGCC systemswith differentgasifiers. For the five cases for which these
sensitivityparameterswere evaluated,systemefficiencyis most sensitiveto
changes in steam- and gas-turbinesubsystemefficiencies. System efficiencyis
more sensitiveto changesin steam-turbineefficiencyin the cases where siz-
able fractionsof the raw gas thermalenergywere used to raise steam for the
steam turbine.
The analysisalso indicatedthat system efficiencywas reiativelyinsensi-
tive to increasesin the amountof raw-gasthermalenergy that is used directly
in the gas turbine (throughincreasedfuel temperatureto the gas turbinecom-
bustor). However, the analysisis only approximatefor this parameterin that
it does not considerany couplingbetween it and the gas- and steam-turbine
efficiencies.
For the cases consideredin this report, IGCC system efficiencycan be
increasedequallywell by improvingthe gas- or steam-turbinesubsystemper-
formance. Gas-turbineperformancecan be improvedthroughthe use of higher
firing temperatures,providedthat the requiredturbine-coolingtechnology
does not overpenalizeturbineefficiency. Steam-turbinesubsystemperformance
can be maximizedthroughthe judicioususe of thermalenergy to producehigh
steam throttleand reheat conditions.
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TABLE I. - SUMMARYOF FACTORSUSED TO DETERMINEAUXILIARY POWERREQUIREMENTS
Coal Oxygen plant a, Boost air Gas b Cleanup Boiler Steam turbine, Other electrical,
preparation kWe compressor, )roduction , system, feed c MWe MWe
and feed, kg oxygen/hr MWe kWe kWe pump , MWe, MWe
kWe _ _ _ MWe st. turb. , tot out
Westinghouse d0.023 e2.784x10-5 %.015 f0.036 %.40 %.020 d0.015
air-blown
Texaco air- h0.029 e2.784x10-5 %.013 f0.036 7.79 do.020 d0.015
blown
Westinghouse d0.023 i21.435 d0.015 f0.036 5.53 d0.020 do.o15
oxygen-blown
Texaco oxygen- %.029 i22.597 h0.013 f0.036 6.88 do.020 %.015
blown
BGC oxygen- ho.ol6 i21.435 %.014 f0.036 4.36 %.020 do.o15
blown
alncludes air separation plant and oxygen compression, fReference 7.
bAsh removal, gas cooling, recycle power, and process treatment, gReference 6.
eCalculated based on stream turbine parameters, hReference 8.
dNASA estimate. IReference 9.
eReference 1.
TABLE II. - OPERATINGPARAMETERS
Case designation
WAI3CA WAI7CB WAI9CC WAI9T WOI3CA WOI7CB WOI9CC
Coal input, kg/hg (Ib/hr) 160 500 160 500 160 500 160 500 160 500 160 500 160 500
(353 900) (353 900) (353 900) (353 900) (353 900) (353 900) (353 900)
Gasifier outlet temperature, K (°F) 1285 (1850) 1285 (1850) 1285 (1850) 1285 (1850) 1285 (1850) 1285 (1850) 1285 (1850)
Gasifier operating pressure, MPa (psia) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415)
Fuel gas to combustor, K (°F) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600)
Gas turbine firing temperature, K (°F) 1365 (2000) 1700 (2600) 1920 (3000) 1920 (3000) 1365 (2000) 1700 (2600) 1920 (3000)
Gas turbine exhaust temperatuare, K (°F) 830 (1037) 895 (1155) 1035 (1402) 1065 (1458) 830 (1037) 895 (1155) 1035 (1403)
Compressor pressure ratio i0 16 16 16 10 16 lb
Stack gas temperature, K (°F) 420 (300) 420 (300) 420 (300) 420 (300) 420 (300) 420 (300) 420 (300)
Steam turbine throttle conditions:
Pressure, MPa (psia) 10.0 (1450) 16.6 (2400) 16.6 (2400) 16.6 (2400) 10.0 (1450) 16.6 (2400) 16.6 (2400)
Temperature, K (°F) 785 (950) 810 (1000) 810 (1000) 810 (1000) 785 (950) 810 (i000) 810 (i000)
Reheat temperature, K (°F) 785 (950) 810 (I000) 810 (I000} 810 (1000) 785 (950) 810 {i000) 810 (1000)
WOI9T TA17CA TOI7CB BO13CA BOI7CB BOI9CC BOI9W
Coal input, kg/hr (Ib/hr) 160 500 160 500 160 500 160 500 160 500 160 500 160 500
(353 900) (353 900) (353 900) (353 900) (353 900) (353 900) (353 900)
Gasifier outlet temperature, K ('F) 1285 (1850) 1590 (2400) 1590 (2400) 710 (820) 710 (820) 710 (820) 710 (810)
Gasifier operating pressure, MPa (psia) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415) 5.1 (735) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415) 2.9 (415)
Fuel gas to combustor, K (°F) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600) 590 (600} 590 (600)
Gas turbine firing temperature, K (°F) 1920 (3000) 1700 (2600) 1700 (2600) 1365 (2000) 1700 (2600) 1920 (3000) 1920 (3000)
Gas turbine exhaust temperature, K (°F) 1065 (1459) 905 (1167) 900 (1156) 830 (1032) 890 (1146) 1030 (1391) 1005 (1347)
Compressor pressure ratio 16 16 16 10 16 16 16
" Stack gas temperature, K ('F) 420 (300) 420 (300) 435 (319) 420 (300) 420 (300) 420 (300) 420 (300)
Steam turbine throttle conditions:
Pressure, MPa (psia) 16.6 (2400) 16.6 (2400) 16.6 (2400) 10.0 (1450) 16.6 (2400) 16.6 (2400) 16.6 (2400)
Temperature, K (°F) 810 (1000) 810 (1000) 810 (1000) 785 (950) 810 (1000) 810 (1000) 810 (1000)
Reheat )erature, K (°F) 810 (i000) 810 (lOOO) 810 (1000) 785 (950) 810 (1000) 810 (1000) 810 (i000)
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TABLE III.- SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONCODEa
Code Description
Gasifier designa- WA Westinghouseair-blowngasifier
tion, XX WO Westinghouseoxygen-blowngasifier
I TA Texaco air-blowngasifier
TO Texaco oxygen-blowngasifier
BO BritishGas Corp., oxygen-blownslagginggasifier
Gas turbine firing 13 1365 K
temperature,Y__YY 17 1700 K
19 1920 K
Turbine cooling CA Convectionair cooled, levelA
technology,ZZ CB Convectionair cooled, level B
CC Convectionair cooled, levelC
T Transpirationcooling
W Water cooled
aSystem descriptiongiven by XX YY ZZ. For example,WO17CB is the des-
ignation for the case for the Westinghouseoxygen-blowngasifier using
a gas turbine firing temperatureof 1700 K. The turbine is convec-
tively cooled using the level B method.
TABLE IV. - IGCC SYSTEM PERFORMANCESUMMARY
[Gas turbine firing temperature,1700 K (2600° F).]
Case designation
WA17CB TA18CB WO17CB TO17CB BO17CB
Coal input,MWt 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7
Gas turbine generatoroutput, MWe 300.6 251.5 329.9 321.8 384.2
Steam turbine generatoroutput, MWe 261.6 304.6 232.3 270.0 204.0
Gross electricaloutput, MWe 562.2 556.1 562.2 591.8 588.2
Auxiliarypower requirements:
Oxidant fupply system, MWe 13.6 20.0 34.2 51.5 26.9
Coal preparationand feed, MWe 3.5 4.5 3.5 4.5 2.4
Gas production,MWe 2.4 2.0 2.4 2.0 2.0
Cleanup system, MWe 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
Boiler feed pump, MWe 6.4 7.5 5.5 6.6 4.4
Steam turbine auxiliaries,MWe 5.2 6.1 4.7 5.4 4.1
Other electrical,MWe 8.4 8.3 8.4 8.9 8.8
Total auxiliaries 45.0 53.9 64.2 84.4 54.1
Net electricaloutput, MWe 517.2 502.2 498.0 507.4 534.1
Net system efficiency(net 40.8 39.6 39.3 40.0 42.1
electricallcoalinput), percent
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. TABLE V. - ENERGY RATIO COMPARISON
Energy ratio parameter Case designation
WA17CB TA17CB WO17CB TO17CB BO17CB
Gasifier subsystem:
Raw fuel gas chemical energy/coalinput, 0.785 0.667 0.863 0.789 I0.959
Qch/Qc
Raw fuel gas thermal energy/coalinput, 0.208 0.402 0.139 0.203 10.046
Qth/Qc
Raw fuel gas total energy/coalinput, 0.993 1.069 1.002 0.992 1.004
Qrg/Qc
Gasifier - combined cycle interface:
Raw fuel energy to gas turbine/coalinput, 0.807 0.710 0.826 0.797 0.956
QgtlQc
Raw fuel energy to gas turbine/rawfuel 0.813 0.664 0.824 0.803 0.952
gas total energy, Qat/Qrg
Raw fuel thermal energy to steam turbine/ 0.122 0.316 0.060 0.162 0
coal input,XQth/Qc
Raw fuel thermal energy to steam turbine/ 0.123 0.296 0.060 0.163 0
raw fuel gas total energy, XQth/Qra
Fuel gas chemical energy to gas turblne/ 0.963 0.970 0.926 0.975 0.975
raw fuel gas chemical energy, a
Fuel gas thermal energy to steam turbine/ 0.589 0.787 0.430 0.796 0
raw fuel gas thermal energy, x
Fuel gas thermal energy to gas turbine/ 0.248 0.157 0.189 0.136 0.565
raw fuel gas thermal energy,y
Combined cycle:
Raw fuel gas thermalenergy to steam/ 0.246 0.485 0.130 0.268
turbine/totalenergy to steam turbine,
G XQth/Qst
as 9urolne exhaust energy to gas turbine/ 0.691 0.474 0.791 0.675 0.843
total energy to steam turbine, fQexh/Qst
Miscellaneousenergy to steam turbine/total 0.063 0.041 0.079 0.057 0.157
energy to steam turbine, (Qg + Qm)/Qst
Gas turbine efficiency,ngt z Pat/Qat 0.293 0.279 0.315 0.318 0.317
Steam turbine efficiency,nst JPstlQst 0.416 0.413 0.399 0.415 0.384
IGCC system:
Auxiliarypower/coalinput, Paux/Qc 0.035 0.043 0.051 0.067 0.043
Net system efficiency,ncc a Pnet/Qc 0.408 0.396 0.393 0.400 0.421
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TABLE VI. - COMPARISONOF PERFORMANCERESULTS AT THREE GAS-TURBINE
FIRING TEMPERATURES
(a) IGCC system usingWestinghouseair-blowngasifier
Case designation
" WA13CA WA17CB WA19CC WA19T
Coal input,MWt 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7
Gas turbine generatoroutput, MWe 283.3 300.6 307.9 301.4
Steam turbine generatoroutput, MWe 241.7 261.6 268.4 271.8
Gross electricaloutput, MWe 524.0 562.2 576.3 573.2
Auxiliarypower requirements,MWe 41.2 45.0 45.5 45.6
Net electricaloutput, MWe 482.8 517.2 530.8 527.6
Net system efficiency,percent 38.1 40.8 41.8 41.6
(b) IGCC system using Westinghouseoxygen-blowngasifier
Case designation
WO13CA WO17CB W019CC WO19T
Coal input, MWt 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7
Gas turbine generatoroutput, MWe 304.5 329.9 337.6 330.7
Steam turbine generatoroutput, MWe 215.5 232.3 251.0 254.6
Gross electricaloutput, MWe 520.0 562.2 588.6 585.3
Auxiliary power requirements,MWe 60.7 64.2 65.5 65.6
Net electricaloutput, MWe 459.3 498.0 523.1 519.7
Net system efficiency,percent 36.2 39.3 41.2 41.0
(c) IGCC system using British Gas Corporationslagging gasifier
Case designation
BO13CA BO17CB B019CC BO19W
Coal input,MWt 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7 1268.7
Gas turbine generatoroutput, MWe 354.1 384.2 393.9 395.1
Steam turbine generatoroutput,MWe 189.1 204.0 228.7 209.3
Gross electricaloutput,MWe 543.2 588.2 622.6 604.4
Auxiliarypower requirements,MWe 51.6 54.1 56.1 55.0
Net electricaloutput, MWe 491.5 534.1 566.5 549.4
Net system efficiency,percent 38.7 42.1 44.7 43.3
TABLE VII. - INFLUENCECOEFFICIENTSFOR IGCCSYSTEMS
WITH A 1700 K GAS-TURBINEFIRING TEMPERATURE
Influence Case designation
coefficient
(a) WA17CB TA17CB WO17CB TO17CB BO17CB
Kngt 0.405 0.359 0.473 0.446 0.544
Knst .506 .643 .466 .577 .399
Kf .349 .288 .368 .359 .339
K .007 .004 .006 .006 .005
- y
K(Qm + Qg)/Qc .032 .025 .037 .030 .060
K(Paux/Qc) -.087 -.109 -.130 -.168 -.101
aDefined in appendix C.
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FigureL - Schematicof IGCCsystemusingWestinghouseair-blowngasifier. B. burner; B/C, boostcompressor;C, compressor;
HPT, high pressureturbine; IPTointermediatepressureturbine; LPT,lowpressureturbine; P, pump;T, turbine; T/C, tur-
binecooler.
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Figure2, - Schematicof IGCCsystemusingTexacoair-blowngasifier, Seefigure ]. for definitionsof abbreviations,
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Figure 3. - Schematicof IGCCsystemusingWestinghouseoxygen-blowngasifier. Seefigure ] for definitionsof abbreviations.
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Figure4. - Schematicof IGCCsystemusing Texacoxygen-blowngasifier. Seefigure 1for definitions of abbreviations.
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Figure5. - Schematicof IGCCsystemusingBGCslaggergasifier. Seefigure 1for definitionsof symbols.
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APPENDIXA
DESCRIPTIONOF IGCCSYSTEMSUSINGFIVE GASlFIER CONCEPTS
AT A FIRING TEMPERATUREOF 1700 K (2600 ° F)
Case WA17CB- IGCC System Using the Air-Blown Westinghouse Gasifier
The basic gasifier operating parameters and raw-gas composition and flow
rates were taken from data that were developed in a study reported in refer-
ence 7. The gasifier mass flow ratios are shown in table VIII. Coal and steam
at 535 K (500- F) are partially combusted with 590 K (600 ° F) air to produce a
1285 K (1850" F) raw-fuel gas. The hot raw gas is successively cooled to 450 K
(350° F) in the raw gas cooler (RGC) by generating and superheating part of the
high-pressure steam used in the steam turbine, by generating and superheating
the steam used in the gasifier, and by reheating the cleaned fuel to 590 K
(600 ° F). The raw gas then enters the trim cooler where it is further cooled
to approximately 315 K (110 ° F) by reheating clean fuel to 410 K (275° F). Ap-
proximately 7.0 percent of the raw gas is recycled back to the gasifier where
it is used to help fluidize the char bed. The bulk of the raw gas enters the
cleanup system where 95 percent of the hydrogen sulfide is removed. Informa-
tion available in the literature suggests that the sulfur compounds in the
coal are converted to hydrogen sulfide and carbonyl sulfide, which can be re-
moved from the raw gas by several commercially proven acid-gas removal technol-
ogies. The cleaned fuel is then reheated in the trim cooler and raw gas cooler
before entering the gas-turbine combustor. The fuel gas compositions at vari-
ous stages along the process path are shown in table IX.
The advanced gas-turbine model used for all base cases is a 16:1 pressure-
ratio machine with a combustor exit temperature of 1700 K (2600 ° F). The tur-
bine is air cooled using advanced (level B) convection-cooling technology. The
turbine-cooling technologies used in this analysis are discussed in appendix B.
The compressor exit air used for turbine cooling is cooled to 420 K (300 ° F) by
heating the feedwater for the steam turbine. The gas-turbine exhaust products
are cooled from 895 to 420 K (1155 ° to 300° F) in the heat recovery steam gener-
ator (HRSG) by generating and superheating the remaining high-pressure steam-
turbine throttle flow and by reheating all the steam flow to the intermediate-
pressure steam turbine.
The steam-turbine throttle conditions were 16.55 MPa and 810 K (2400 psia
and 1000° F) with a single reheat to 810 K (I000 ° F). The steam cycle used
two stages of feedwater heating.
Case TA17CB- IGCCSystem Using the Air-Blown Texaco Gasifier
The basic gasifier operating parameters and raw-fuel gas composition were
taken from reference 1 A slurry of coal and water (two parts dr_ coal to one
part water) is partialiy combusted with 770 to 1590 (925 v to 2400- F) raw-fuel
gas. The high-level raw-gas thermal energy is used to evaporate all of the
economized feedwater, which comes from the HRSG,from cooling the gas-turbine
coolant, and from the raw gas cooler itself. High-level raw-gas thermal energy
is also used to superheat a portion of the throttle steam. Low-level raw-gas
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thermalenergy is used to reheat the cleanedfuel to 590 K (600° F) and to
economizea portionof the feedwaterflow. Raw gas then entersthe trim cooler
at 450 K (350° F) where it is cooled to approximately370 K (110° F) by regen-
erativelyreheatingthe cleanedfuel to 410 K (275° F). The cooled raw gas
then enters the cleanup system,where it is assumedthat 95 percentof the
hydrogensulfideis removed. The fuel-gascompositionat variousstages along
the processpath is shown in table IX.
The basic gas-turbineoperatingparametersare the same as used for all
configurations: a firing temperatureof 1700 K (2600° F) and a compressor
pressureratio of 16:1. The main differencesbetweenconfigurationsare the
turbineexhaustmass flow and temperature;these differencesare caused by the
variationsin fuel compositionand chemicalenergy. The turbine is cooled
using advanced (levelB) convectioncoolingtechnology. The compressorexit
air used for the turbine is cooled by economizinga portionof the steam cycle
feedwaterflow.
The gas-turbineexhaustproducts are cooled to 420 K (300° F) in the HRSG
by superheatinga portionand reheatingall of the steam-turbinethrottleflow
in additionto economizinga portionof the feedwaterflow and heatingthe
gasifier air requirementsto 770 K (925° F).
The steam-turbinethrottleconditionswere 16.55 MPa and 810 K (2400 psia
and 1000° F) with a singlereheat to 810 K (1000° F).
Case WO17CB - IGCC System Using the WestinghouseOxygen-BlownGasifier
The basic gasifieroperatingparametersand raw-fuel-gascompositionwere
taken from data reported in reference7. The operationof this configuration
is basicallythe same as that for case WA17CB (fig. 1), except the oxidant is
98-percent-pureoxygen obtainedfrom a separateair separationplant and com-
pressedby a motor driven compressorto approximately3.10 MPa (450 psia).
The operationof the raw gas cooler,trim cooler, and cleanup system is the
same as for WAI7CB except that, in this case, approximately20 percentof the
cooled raw gas is requiredto be recycledback into the gasifier.
There are some variationsbetweenthe oxygen-and air-blownversions in
the way the HRSG and turbinecooler (T/C)were configured. Additionallow-
quality heat is availablein the HRSG which was used to raise low-pressure
steam for inductioninto the low-pressureturbine (LPT). Additionallow-
quality heat is also availablein the coolingof the compressordischargeair
that is used to cool the gas turbine. This additionalheat is used to econo-
mize a portionof the low-pressuresteam requirementof the gasifier.
Case TOI7CB - IGCC System Using the Texaco Oxygen-BlownGasifier
The basic gasifieroperatingparametersand raw-fuel-gascompositionwere
taken from referenceI. Here, again,the basic configurationis nearly
identicalto its air-blowncounterpart(fig. 2, p. 19), except for minor heat
managementtechniquesin the raw gas cooler. These variationsin management
techniquesare necessarybecauseof the much lower raw-gasmass flow per unit
of coal input for the oxygen-blowngasifier. The relativelylow raw-gasflow
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placesmuch more of the steam-raisingduty in the HRSG. The chemicalenergy
content in the clean fuel is over three times that of the air-blowncase, which
more than offsetsthe effect of its lower mass flow in terms of power-producing
ability.
Case BO17CB - IGCC System Using the BritishGas CorporationSlaggingGasifier
The basic operatingparametersand raw-fuel-gascompositionwere taken
" from reference3. This configurationis considerablydifferentfrom the other
configurations. First, the gasifierhas a water jacket which internallycools
the gasifiedproductsto 710 K (820° F) before they exit the gasifier. The
saturatedsteam raised in the water jacket is combinedwith the exhaustflow
from the high-pressurestagesof the steam turbine. The combinedflow is then
reheatedto 810 K (1000° F) in the HRSG.
The raw gas out of the gasifiercontainsnaphtha,tars, phenols,and other
oils which are washed out in a water quench. The liquidhydrocarbonssepara-
ted from the raw gas and water quench are mixed with coal fines from the coal
preparationunits and are recycledas a slurryto the gasifierand then to
extinction. The raw-gastemperatureis reducedto 410 K (280° F) by the water
wash. This temperaturewas consideredto be too low for practicaluse in rais-
ing steam, so a separateraw gas coolerwas not used. The raw gas is sent to
the cleanupsystemwhere 95 percentof the hydrogensulfideis removed. The
cleanedfuel is then reheatedto 590 K (600° F) in the HRSG before entering
the gas-turbinecombustor. The fuel-gascompositionat various stages along
the processpath is shown in table IX. The raw-gascompositionshown exiting
the gasifierdoes not includeany of the liquidhydrocarbonproducts.
All of the throttlesteam flow is raised in the HRSG, along with all of
the reheatduty and the raisingof the gasifiersteam requirement.
The heat extractedfrom the compressorexit air used for turbinecooling
was used to raise low-pressuresteam for inductioninto the low-pressurestages
of the steam turbineand to preheatthe feedwaterused in the gasifiercooling
jacket.
TABLE VIII. - GASIFIER MASS RATIOS
Gasifier Westing- Texaco Westing- Texaco BGC
house house
Gasifier oxidant Air Air Oxygen (98 Oxygen (98 Oxygen (98
percent) percent) percent)
Gasifiermass ratios:
Recycles fines/rawgas a0.8875 b0.8575 a0.6607 b0.8235 c0.9330
Coal/rawgas .2237 .1718 .4041 .4560 .5991
Oxidant/coal 3.0420 4.4788 .5966 .8517 .4690
Water or steam/coal .2499 .4790 .5001 .4790 .2983
Ash/coal .1107 .0954 .1107 .0958 .0980
Recycled gas/raw gas .0671 .2021 d.0417
Fines out/raw gas .0714 .1289
Recycles fines/rawgas .9655 .9655
aValuestaken from data that were developedin a study performedin refer-
ence 7.
bValues taken from reference2.
CValues taken from reference3,
dRecycled liquidhydrocarbons.
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TABLE IX. - COMPARISONOF GAS COMPOSITIONa BEFOREANDAFTER CLEANUP
[Location: i, raw gas leaving gasifier; 2, raw gas entering cleanup system; 3, clean fuel,]
(a) Air-blown gasifiers
Fuel gas Location
constituents
1 2 3
Gasifier
Westing-ITexaC°house Westing-ITexaC°house Westing- ITexaC°house
Mass fraction
CO 0.2795 0.1908 0.2879 0.2085 0.2906 0.2098
CO2 0.0878 0.1172 0.0905 0.1281 0.0913 0.1289
H2 0.0111 0.0083 0.0115 0.0091 0.0116 0.0092
CH4 0.0144 0.0006 0.0149 0.0007 0.0150 0.0007
N2 0.5629 0.5791 0.5798 0.6327 0.5852 0.6368
H2S 0.0093 0.0062 0.0096 0.0068 0.0005 0.0003
H20 0.0349 0.0864 0.0059 0.0018 0.0059 0.0018
COS 0.0010 0.0011 0.0011
A 0.0103 0.0113 0.0114
Higher heat- 5359 3259 5525 3552 5424 3472
ing valve, (2304) (1401) (2375) (1527) (2332) (1493)
W/kg (Btu/Ib)
(b) Oxygen-blowngasifiers
Fuel gas Location
constituents
1 2 3
Gasifier
Westing- ITexaC°house BGC Westing- ITexaCOhouse BGC Westing- ITexaXohouse BGC
Mass fraction
CO 0.5252 0.5786 0.7811 0.5902 0.6896 0.8135 0.6034 0.7027 0.8375
CO2 0.2498 0.1973 0.0409 0.2806 0.2352 0.0426 0.2869 0.2396 0.0439
H2 0.0245 0.0282 0.0295 0.0275 0.0336 0.0307 0.0281 0.0343 0.0316
CH4 0.0596 0.0016 0.0598 0.0670 0.0019 0.0623 0.0685 0.0020 0.0641
C2H4 0.0031 0.0032 0.0033
C2H6 0.0049 0.0051 0.0053
N2 0.0044 0.0106 0.0074 0.0050 0.0126 0.0070 0.0051 0.0128 0.0079
H2S 0.0205 0.0164 0.0226 0.0231 0.0196 0.0235 0.0011 0.0010 0.0012
H20 0.1160 0.1622 0.0430 0.0067 0.0015 0.0033 0.0068 0.0015 0.0034
COS 0.0026 0.0017 0.0031 0.0018 0.0032 0.0018
NH3 0.0060 0.0062 .....
A 0.0024 0.0029 0.0029
Higher heat- 12 439 10 243 16 344 13 970 12 208 17 016 13 916 12 127 16 995
- in9 value, (5348) (4404) (7027) (6007) (5249) (7316) (5983) (5214) (7307)
W/kg (Btu/Ib)
aAll values are mass fractions.
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APPENDIXB
GAS-TURBINECOOLINGTECHNIQUES
Higher firing temperatures are one means of increasing the efficiency of
gas-turbine cycles. As the firing temperatures are increased, the turbine-
cooling technology must improve to keep the metal temperatures below accept-
able limits. The performance of the gas turbines reported herein was calcula-
ted for three combustor exit temperatures using several different cooling
methods. These general cooling methods include convection-, transpiration-,
and water-cooling techniques.
Three levels of convection cooling (designated levels A, B, and C) were
used. Level A cooling technology is associated with current, state-of-the-art
aviation gas turbine airfoils with firing temperatures to 1600 K (2420 ° F).
These airfoils are either single-piece castings or two-piece castings bonded
together (have about the same level of cooling performance as the single-piece
casting). Level B cooling is applicable to firing temperatures to 1700 K
(2600 ° F). Level B airfoils are multipiece castings having more complex in-
ternal cooling passages with smaller passage dimensions and wall thickness than
current state-of-the-art designs. Level C cooling is applicable to firing
temperatures up to 1950 K (3050 ° F). This cooling technology is based on the
ultimate limit of multipiece airfoil fabrication techniques that could be
achieved with further development.
Transpiration cooling is an advanced air-cooling technology which consists
of an airfoil with a porous skin. The cooling air flows along internal chan-
nels and exits through the porous skin. The cooling air is thus an insulating
layer between the airfoil and the hot gases. This cooling scheme is applicable
to firing temperatures up to 1950 K (3050 ° F) and offers the potential for more
effective cooling than the advanced convection techniques. Its disadvantage is
that the introduction of coolant over the entire blade surface adversely af-
fects the aerodynamic performance of the airfoils and allows the possibility
of plugging of the porous skin, especially with the use of coal-derived fuels.
One of the cases considered used water to cool the hot turbine sections.
The stators were cooled by a closed-loop, single-phase water system. The heat
transferred to the water in cooling the stators was recovered for feedwater
heating in the steam cycle. The rotor blades were cooled by an open-loop sys-
tem, allowing boiling of the water coolant within the blades; the resultant
water-steam mixture was discharged from the blade tip. Approximately one-third
of this coolant is recovered while the rest is discharged to the gas path.
The advantages of water cooling are that it eliminates the performance penalty
associated with using compressor bleed air for cooling and it results in lower
metal temperatures, thereby possibly lengthening the lives of those metal com-
ponents. Its disadvantages are the large heat losses from the gas path to the
lower temperature airfoils and the performance penalties associated with the
discharge of the coolant into the gas path.
The amount of air cooling needed for each blade row was determined using
the effectiveness curves shown in figure 8. The level A cooling curve approx-
imates cooling data results for state-of-the-art convection cooling from ref-
erence 10. The curves for levels B and C convection cooling approximate those
reported in reference 11. The curve for transpiration cooling was taken from
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reference 10. An additional 1 percent of the compressor exit flow per turbine
stage was assumed for wheelspace cooling. The maximum allowable metal temper-
ature was assumed to be 1090 K (1500° F) for all air-cooled cases and 810 K
(1000° F) for the water-cooled case. It was assumed that the maximum amount
of air coolant for a single stator and for a blade row was 6 and 3-1/2 percent
of the main gas stream flow, respectively. For the two higher firing tempera-
tures (1700 and 1920 K (2600° and 3000° F)), the compressor exit air used for
cooling was precooled to 420 K (300° F) •
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Figure 8. - Effectiveness as a function of coolant flow for four gas turbine cooli'lq tech-
nologies.
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APPENDIX C
SIMPLIFIED ANALYTICAL IGCC SYSTEM MODEL
The simplified energy flow model used to develop a system efficiency
relationship for a coal-gasifier combined cycle is shown in figure 6.
SYMBOLS
a fraction of raw-gas chemical energy that enters gas turbine
b fraction of raw-gas chemical energy lost in cleanup system
f fraction of Qexh transferr~d to steam cycle
Ki influence coefficient for p'
pi parameter i
Paux auxiliary power requirements
Pgt gas turbine power
Pnet net system power
Pst steam turbine power
Qc coal energy input based on higher heating valve
Qch chemical energy in raw gas
Qexh energy content of gas-turbine exhaust
Qg energy input to steam cycle from gasifier
Qgt fuel energy to gas turbine, =aQch + yQth
Qm energy input to steam cycle from the cooling of compressor discharge air
used for turbine cooling
Qrg energy content of raw gas =Qch + Qth
Qst steam~turbine energy, =xQth + fQexh + Qg + Qm
Qth thermal energy in raw gas
x fraction of raw-gas thermal energy directly transferred to steam cycle
y fraction of raw-gas thermal energy directly transferred to gas turbine
z fraction of raw-gas thermal energy that does not directly enter either
gas turbine or steam turbine
n
cc
net IGCC system efficiency
ngt net gas-turbine efficiency
nst net steam-turbine efficiency
We may define net IGCC system efficiency as
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Pnet Pot Pst Paux
Pgt_ctl Pst Qst Paux= \Qgt + Q c Qc
Qgt Qst Paux
= ngtQc + nst Qc Qc
where
Qgt= aQch+ YQth
Qst = XQth + fQexh + (Qm + Qgt)
Substitutingyields
(a Qch + Qthl (xQth + Qexh + (Qm +Qg) ) Paux°_=_ -TYV] +_s_V f -i- Q_ --_-_
But
Qexh Qex____b_h_ct Qexh (a Qch + Qth_
SO
n ' Qexh_ Qch
(n Qexh_l Qth + _Qm+ Qg) Paux (C1)
GeneralInfluenceCoefficients
Equation (C1) indicatesthat the net IGCC systemefficiencyis a function
of 11 parameters: \
= la x, y, z, f Qch Q9 Paux!
/
Qth Qm
+
_ _ \' , Q-g-,_, _, _, Q_'-_-_/
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A general influencecoefficientcan be definedas being the relativechange in
net system efficiencycaused by a relative change in one of the 11 parameters;
or
ancc = Ki i
ncc p
where Ki, the influencecoefficientfor pi, is definedas
Ki _ _ncc__-
@pl ncc
Coefficient Ki can be evaluatedfrom equation (C1) by differentiatingwith
respect to one of the 11 parametersand holdingthe remaining10 parameters
constant. In order to obtain the influencecoefficientfor nnt and x,
equation(C1) will be modifiedby assumingthat Qexh/Qnt= 1 _ (nnt + C1),
where CI is a constantthat includesgas-turbinecombdstor,generator,and
mechanical losses,and by making use of the relation x + y + z = 1 and assum-
ing that z = constant.
In an IGCC systemusing a particulargasifier a, Qch/Qc and Q)h/gc
would be constant parameters. The more significantinfluencecoefficlen_sfor
the IGCC systemsconsideredin this analysisare
Kgt - angt/ngt _ Y Qc/ ncc
Kst = + y / f_+ x + _ (C3)= _ Qgt _ ncc
ancc/ncc In _ Qexh_l Qth Y (C4)Ky - ay y : gt - nst - f gt/] -'_-ncc
ancc/ncc QgtQexh(a Q--_-Qch+ Qth_fQc/ ncc (C5)
Kf = aflf = nst Y )
nst [(Qch + Qg)/Qc]i)ncc/ncc
= (c6)
K(Qm+eg)/Qc=_[(em + eg)Iec] ncc
(Qm + Qc}/Qc
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_ncc/ncc Paux/Qc (C7)
KPaux/Qc - B(Paux/Qc) = ncc
Paux/Qc
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APPENDIXD
ENERGYFLOWDIAGRAMSAND ENERGYFLOWRATIOS
FORCASESCOMPARINGASIFIERS
TABLE X. - ENERGY RATIO COMPARISONS
Case designation
WA17CB TA17CB WPI7CB TP17CB BO17CB
Gasifier/cleanupsubsystems:
Raw fuel gas output (total)/coalinput 1.0643 1.0686 1.2559 0.9924 1.0042
Raw fuel gas (HHV)/coalinput 0.8418 0.6666 1.0817 0.7893 0.9587
Raw fuel gas (HHV)/rawfuel (total) 0.7910 0.6238 0.8613 0.7953 ).9547
Raw fuel gas (sensible)/rawfuel (total) 0.1965 0.3358 0.1191 0.1740 0.0392
Raw fuel gas (latent)/rawfuel (total) 0.0126 0.0403 0.0196 0.0307 0.0061
Clean fuel to combustor(total)/coalinput 0.8077 0.7099 0.8258 0.7971 0.9555
Clean fuel (HHV)/coalinput 0.7562 0.6467 0.7995 0.7695 0.9298
Clean fuel (sensible)/coalinput 0.0495 0.0624 0.0253 0.0274 0.0252
Clean fuel (latent)/coa]input 0.0020 0.0008 0.0010 0.0002 0.0005
Gasifier oxident input/coalinput 0.0361 0.0839 0.0064 0.0034 0.0011
Gasifier steam/waterinput/coalinput 0.0243 -0.0008 0.0486 -0.0008 0.0310
Recycled gas/coal input 0.0590 0 0.246 0 0
Gasifier auxiliarypower/coalinput 0.0046 0.0052 0.0046 0.0052 0.0020
Gasifier oxidant delivery system:
Gas turbine compressorextractionair/ 1.2946 0.8216
oxidant input
Heat added to oxidant/oxidantinput 0 0.2322
Boost compressorpower/oxidantinput or 0.2965 0.1881 4.2319 11.9091 19.1250
oxygen plant auxiliarypower/oxidantinput
Gas turbine subsystem:
Gas turbine generatoroutput/fuelinput (total) 0.2934 0.2792 0.3149 0.3182 0.3169
Generatoroutput/fuelinput (HHV) 0.3133 0.3065 0.3252 0.3297 0.3256
Extractionair for gasifier/fuelinput (total) 0.0579 0.0970
Gas turbine exhaust (total)/fuelinput (total) 0.5850 0.5675 0.6136 0.6104 0.6118
Gas turbine exhaust (sensible)/fuelinput (total) 0.5248 0.5123 0.5437 0.5494 0.5490
Gas turbine exhaust (latent)/fuelinput (total) 0.0602 0.0553 0.0699 0.0610 0.0629
Steam turbine subsystem:
Steam turbine generatoroutput/netheat input 0.4158 0.4126 0.3991 0.4148 0.384
Net heat input from HRSG/net heat input 0.6910 0.4736 0.7911 0.6754 0.887
Net heat inputfrom RGC/net heat input 0.2641 0.4854 0.1632 0.2679
Net heat inputfrom miscellaneous/net 0.0449 0.0410 0.0458 0.0567 0.113
heat input
Steam generators:
Raw fuel gas cooler (RGC):
Net RGC heat to steam cycle/coalinput 0.1310 0.2824 0.0749 0.1375
Economizerheat/net RGC heat to steam 0 0.2396 0 0.0705
Boiling heat/net RGC heat to steam 0.3315 0.3092 0.3316 0.5603
Superheating/netRGC heat to steam 0.6685 0.4512 0.6684 0.3692
Fuel gas recuperation/coalinput 0.0314 0.0394 0.0162 0.0174 a0.0233
Net heat to gasifier steam/coalinput 0.0177 0.0387 a0.027
Heat recovery steam generator(HRSG):
Net HRSG heat to steam cycle/coalinput 0.3426 0.2756 0.3630 0.3466 0.372
Economizerheat/net HRSG heat to steam 0.5232 0.5318 0.4151 0.4942 0.376
Boiling heat/net HRSG heat to steam 0.0917 0 0.1099 0 0.138
Superheat/netHRSG heat to steam 0.1848 0.1766 0.2215 0.3018 0.278
Reheat/netHRSG heat to steam 0.2000 0.2916 0.1626 0.2040 0.140
Inductionheating/netHRSG heat to steam 0 0 0.0916 0 0.069
Heat added to oxidant/coalinput 0 0.0195 0 0 0
Overall system:
Gross generatoroutput/coalinput 0.4431 0.4383 0.4431 0.4665 0.464
Auxiliarypower requirement/coalinput 0.0355 0.0425 0.0506 0.0665 0.043
Net electricaloutput/coalinput 0.4077 0.3957 0.3926 0.4000 0.421
aIn HRSG.
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